It has been another exciting and successful year for the TAPP class. Students have gained knowledge and skills in areas of work which they are interested in pursuing in their future. The experience they gain from employers and their co-workers while on work placement is an invaluable lesson in life skills, work readiness and confidence building. The program helps students to make informed and realistic choices about their future, some students discovering that they would like to explore more about the industry and continue that into college and maybe even University. Others have found their niche and have achieved great outcomes and made good connections with co-workers and possible future employers.

As you can see by the smiles on the student they are having a fantastic time.
Connecting our student beyond the classroom and into the work place is a great way to develop community spirit.

Below Mitchel Paag is mentored by Wade McLean a former TAPP student. Mitchell has conducted his work placement with Gowans Toyota. Wade is now a first year apprentice with Gowans Toyota after completing work placement with them through last year’s TAPP class. Having Wade who was in Mitchells shoes last year has helped make the transition into the work place a comfortable, enjoyable learning experience.

Here are a two of our lucky students that have already started School Based Apprenticeships this year and will sign up with their employers to start a full time apprenticeship at the end of this year!! Well done to Samuel Morrison and Kurt Tyler and a huge thank you to the business for employing them 😊